
Astronomy 230: Diffuse Matter in Space

Problem set 4
Due May 27, 2014

1. Cloudy.
Cloudy is a popular code written by Gary Ferland for simulating ionized gas regions.
You can download it from www.nublado.org and compile it yourself. Alternately, follow
the directions on the web page for how to access cloudy on the campus unix system.

(a) Use Cloudy to simulate an H ii region with density nH = 10 cm−3 ionized by a
star of ionizing luminosity logQ0 = 48.84 whose spectrum is blackbody with an
effective temperature Teff = 3.5 × 104 K (about right for an O7 star). Assume
the composition is pure hydrogen, with no He, metals, or dust. Plot the resulting
ionization fraction x and the temperature T as a function of radius.

(b) Overplot the analytic estimate for x derived in class, in which x is given implicitly
by the solution to x2/(1−x) = [(1−y3)/(3y2)]τS, where y = r/RS, τS = nHσpiRS,
RS is the Stromgren radius, and σpi is the photoionization cross section of neutral
hydrogen at the ionization threshold.

(c) Repeat the calculation from part (a), but with the standard cosmic abundance of
He (mass fraction 25%), and Milky Way dust and metal content. Overplot x and
T for this H ii region on your plot from part (a).

2. Make Your Own CNM.
(Problem partly stolen from Carl Heiles.) In this problem we will make our own car-
bon cooling curve and use it to determine the rough properties of the CNM. This is
straightforward because in the CNM the cooling is strongly dominated by one species:
C ii. This calculation has two steps: in parts (a) and (b) we will compute the pho-
toionization balance for carbon and verify that the carbon is mostly C ii. Then in
parts (c) and (d) we will compute the equilibrium temperature for a gas where the
main coolant is C ii.

(a) Estimate the photoionization rate of C i in the local ISM from the cross section
and radiation field. For the photoionization cross section, adopt the approxi-
mate, constant value recommended by Hollenbach & McKee (1989, ApJ, 342,
306, table 7). For the local radiation field, adopt the functional form from Mathis
et al. (1983, A&A, 128, 212), and quoted in Draine. Verify that your result is
reasonably close to the value given in Table 13.1 of Draine.

http://www.nublado.org/


(b) Now compute the equilibrium abundances of C i and C ii divided by the total
carbon abundance as a function of the hydrogen density n, and plot the result.
Make the following assumptions: photoionization and radiative recombination
are the only important processes; carbon is the only significant source of free
electrons; the thermal pressure of the gas is equal to the mean value in the Solar
neighborhood, P/k ≈ 3000 K cm−3. You will need the gas phase abundance of
C relative to H and the temperature-dependent recombination rate coefficient for
carbon. Get the former from Cardelli et al. (1996, ApJ, 467, 334), and the latter
from Nahar & Pradhan (1997, ApJS, 111, 339, table 5).

(c) Calculate the cooling rate per unit volume from C ii as a function of density n and
gas temperature T . Express your answer as a numerical formula. As in part (b),
assume that carbon is the only significant source of free electrons. For simplicity
you may assume that n is much less than the critical density for this line. For this
calculation you will need the temperature-dependent collision rate coefficients for
excitation of C ii by H and by electrons; you can get these from Hollenbach &
McKee (their table 8).

(d) Assuming the heating rate is the grain photoelectric heating rate we derived in
class, solve for the equilibrium gas temperature as a function of density. Plot T
versus n and P/k versus n from n = 10 − 300 cm−3. Numerically solve for the
density that corresponds to a pressure P/k = 3000 K cm−3.


